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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor & City Council

VIA:

Tony Tomasello, City Manager

FROM:

Transportation Committee

RE:

Proposed Road Code Regulation

Date:

December 19, 2018

On February 27, 2018, the City of Gaithersburg Transportation Committee (Committee) received a
presentation from City Staff and Toole Design Group on draft road typologies intended for incorporation
into a revised City road code. On March 2, 2018, the Committee submitted a memo to the Mayor and
City Council supporting the typologies themselves and the principles used to develop them, along with
four recommendations for improvement.
On November 27, 2018, the Committee was asked to review the proposed regulation, as it was introduced
to the City Council on November 19, 2018, and noted that all four of its suggested improvements to the
February 27th typologies had been addressed. In addition, during our December 11, 2018 meeting, Staff
provided us with a final overview of the proposed regulation and explained its potential impacts on the
City.
In general, the Committee agrees that the proposed road code, as written, is consistent with current-day
practices for promoting safe transit by multiple transportation methodologies, and we congratulate the
preparers for bringing together necessary roadway design aspects and requirements into a progressive
revision to the City’s long-outdated road code. We further believe it provides a base framework sufficient
for developing new and retrofitted roads suitable for adjacent land use contexts.
The Committee thus supports the new proposed road code and maintains that, once implemented, it will
result in improved and safer connectivity within the City for all modes of transportation. We respectfully
encourage the Mayor and City Council to approve this regulation as a significant benefit to all City
residents.
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FY 18 Annual Strategic Plan, Action Item to
“Amend and Adopt City Road Code”
1st step was to develop new road typologies
that allow design flexibility based upon the
context of the adjoining land use and offer a
menu of design options
Joint Work Session on new road typologies
March 26, 2018







Move the updated Road Code classifications
and minimum requirements to a separate
regulation
Establish that public and privately-owned
roads must conform to the same updated
standards of the Road Code regulation
Remove the reference stating road design
criteria must conform to the most recent
Montgomery County Road Code







Codify the waiver process and establish
necessary findings for approval
Amend Chapter 20 Subdivision, to correct
cross references and terminology and align
with the revised Chapter 19
Minor Housekeeping items in both Chapters
19 and 20








Will not void existing plan approvals or road
designs
Will not require the retrofit of existing roads;
Will establish elements to be pursued to the
greatest extent possible when retrofitting
roads
Provides that roads may exhibit different
typologies over their entire length as
adjoining contexts change

‣ §19-14

removes the current Road Code
minimum design requirements. Relocates
the “Acceptance of projects and release from
bonds” from §19-16

‣ §19-15

removes the waiver description,
removes the reference stating road design
criteria must conform to Montgomery
County Road Code, and adds standard
details relating to sidewalks, paving, as well
as shared use/bike paths

‣ §19-16

establishes both that public and
privately owned roads must conform to the
new requirements and requires the Road
Code Regulation

‣ §19-17

removes the Road classifications
table and establishes the waiver process and
the findings necessary for approval

‣ Granted

by Council by Resolution upon
findings that:
‣ There are existing physical limitation that
preclude the full accommodation of the
standards; and/or
‣ A city approved traffic impact analysis
supports the waiver from the standards;
and/or
‣ It can be demonstrated that the waiver is
necessary to meet the requirements or intent
of Chapter 8 or Chapter 22; and

‣ The

granting of such waivers will not result
in decreased multi-modal functionality for
the road users and general public; and
‣ The granting of such waivers will not
adversely affect safety or operations; and
‣ The granting of such waivers for public
roads will not adversely affect future
maintenance and its associated costs”

‣ Housekeeping:

Replace “Article 23A” with
“the Local Government Article” & Remove
“Article VI, Section 20-50” and replace with
“Article VIII, Section 20-62 (d)”

‣ Reflect

cross references and terminology to
amended Chapter 19: Replace “residential
secondary streets” with “residential streets”
and Remove “section 19-7 through section
19-17” and replace with “Chapter 19”







Purpose and Applicability - cross references the
requirements of Chapter 19 and the Regulation’s
applicability and authority.
New
Street
Design
Standards
Chart
summarizes the base required design elements
of each road typology, explanatory notes, and
various alternative median treatments and
alternative parallel parking treatments.
Typologies - provides detailed descriptions of
the nine typologies including their use,
applicability,
substantive
elements,
and
illustrative cross-sections.

Waiver Process - This section restates the waiver
requirements defined in Chapter 19 and establishes when
waivers are required:
 For new road construction, when a proposed design
incorporates elements below the minimum design
standards, includes design speeds higher than those
defined, eliminates a proposed facility or element, or
includes a design feature identified as requiring a waiver
within the typology.
 For retrofitting of privately owned and maintained roads,
must incorporate to the greatest extent possible all
elements related to the roads’ corresponding typology
with the complete deletion of specific elements or
facilities requiring the granting of waivers.







Introduction to Slow Speed Roadway Design establishes the importance of roadway design on
safety
Intersection and Driveway Design - establishes the
various elements to be considered during
intersection design and includes and selection of
approved design guides to utilize
Slow Speed Roadway Design Treatments - provides
guidance; including a description, design, and
advantages and disadvantages on the use of
various physical treatments to reduce automotive
speed





Additional Design Treatments - This section
provides design guidance on additional roadway
elements such as floating bus stops and rear-in
angled parking.
Bicycle Facility Design Treatments - This section
outlines various treatments for facilitating bicyclist
within the right-of-way, including detailed
descriptions, design guidance, advantages and
disadvantages, and general effectiveness.

Staff Recommends:
 The records for Chapter 19 and Chapter 20
amendments be held open until 5PM
Thursday, December 20, 2018 (31 days) with
Policy Discussion January 7, 2019


Comments on the draft Regulations be
accepted until 5PM Thursday December 20,
2018 (31 days) with final action January 7,
2019

